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Introduction
This presentation will cover:
♦ Fire as the most serious hazard facing 

business
♦ The arson problem
♦ The duties of security personnel in fire 

safety management
♦ Role of security personnel in prevention and 

detection of arson





Fire - the Ultimate Threat
♦ While business can be damaged by many 

security threats, only fire can wipe out an 
organisation overnight.

♦ The Home Office estimates that half of all 
enterprises suffering a major disaster fail 
within 12 months

♦ The FPA suggests that 20% of companies 
experiencing a major fire go out of business 
with 12 months.





UK Fire Statistics
♦ The Home office publish very detailed 

statistics of all fires attended by the fire 
brigade

♦ The FPA provide in-depth analysis of fires 
costing over £50,000 involving an insurance 
claim

♦ Other estimates (British Crime Survey, 
BFPSA, FETA) suggest there are at least 
three fires for every one reported to the fire 
brigade



Recent Changes in Legislation
♦ Fire Precautions (Workplace) Regulations 1997 
♦ Requires all employers to carry out fire risk 

assessments
– In writing for five or more employees
– Obligation to reduce high risks
– Plan to deal with outbreak of fire
– Train staff 
– Minimum obligations for all premises

• Alarm
• Evacuation
• Fire fighting



Are UK companies ready for new 
corporate killing legislation ?



Home Office Statistics 1999
Fires attended in ‘000s
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Fires by Industry Sector
Fires in ‘000s
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Fires by Cause (in ‘000)
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Perils of the Night

Day Night

49% Deaths (Accidental fires) 51%

36% Deaths (Arson) 64%

44% Injuries 56%

32% No. of Large Fires 68%

27% Cost of Large Fires 73%

32% No. of Arson Fires 68%



FPA Large (> £.25 m) Fire Analysis 
June 99 - May 2000 - by Cause
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FPA Large (> £.25 m) Fire Analysis 
June 99 - May 2000 - by Occupancy (1)

¨ Shops 20
¨ Schools 19
¨ Food and Drink 10
¨ Pubs and Clubs 10
¨ Dwellings 8
¨ Motor Industry 7
¨ Furniture 6
¨ Agriculture 5



FPA Large (> £.25 m) Fire Analysis 
June 99 - May 2000 - by Occupancy (2)
¨ Unoccupied Buildings 5
¨ Engineering 5
¨ Chemical and Plastics 5
¨ Textiles 5
¨ Warehouses and wholesale 4
¨ Hotels and boarding houses 2
¨ Construction 2
¨ Printing 1
¨ Others 19
¨ Total 138



Arson as a Cause of Fire
♦ Between 1989 and 1999, malicious fires 

have increased from 29% to 41% of the 
total - while total number of fires has fallen 
by around 5%

♦ So while fires have been falling in number, 
arson has been increasing

♦ This can only be partly accounted for by the 
improvement in fire investigation



Occurrence of Fires (All Causes)
FPA 20 year average

¨ Dwellings 60%
¨ Other Commercial 15%
¨ Garages, sheds etc 7%
¨ Shops 4%
¨ Pubs, Clubs & Restaurants 3%
¨ Agriculture 2%
¨ Hospitals 2%
¨ Hotels 2%
¨ Schools 2%
¨ Places of Public Entertainment 2%
¨ Construction Industry 1%



Proportion of Fires due to Arson
FPA 20 year average
¨ Constructions 54%
¨ Schools 53%
¨ Places of Public Entertainment 48%
¨ Garages, sheds 48%
¨ Shops 34%
¨ Agriculture 32%
¨ Restaurants, pubs & clubs 22%
¨ Hospitals 21%
¨ Hotels 17%
¨ Other Industrials 15%
¨ Dwellings 15%





Arson Overview
♦ The larger the fire, the more likely it is to be 

deliberate
♦ Arson fires are increasing while accidental fires 

are decreasing
♦ Nearly one third of all fires in buildings are 

deliberate
♦ The occupancies most at risk are:

– Schools
– Retail
– Leisure facilities
– Construction





Motives for Arson
Arson Prevention Bureau, 1996, Kidd 1998*

!Causes for arson are varied
– Revenge 24%
– Mental illness 20%
– Alcohol/drugs 19%
– Concealment of crime 7%
– Financial gain 6%
– Excitement 5%
– Terrorist/extremist 2%
– Would-be heroism 1%
– Motive not determined/unclear 17%

*based on 6580 arson fires



Security Role in Fire Safety (1)
♦ Mergers and cutbacks have seen most company fire 

brigades disappear
♦ Many specialist fire officers made redundant
♦ Some amalgamations of fire and security
♦ In the absence of another specialist, once again 

security gets it !
♦ Not all bad news - fire precautions have statutory 

basis - unlike security
♦ Insurers generally  more concerned about fire 

losses



Security Role in Fire Safety (2)
♦ Government policy now to let employers or owners 

take responsibility - fire authority rarely seen
♦ New European legislation has eliminated many 

previous inconsistencies - all places of work now 
required to:
– Undertake risk assessment
– Have plan to deal with fire
– Provide means of escape, means of warning, 

means of fire fighting



Security Role in Fire Safety (3)
♦ Security can help - a risk assessment is a risk 

assessment
♦ Detection systems are converging - use of 

computerised monitoring
♦ Given that fire is the greatest threat and that arson 

is a primary cause, does it not make sense to ensure 
that security measures are designed to ensure 
maximum protection from arsonists ?

♦ Including fire in patrol schedules makes these a lot 
more interesting and provides useful data for 
doubtful managers.



Security Duties in Fire Safety
♦ Making safe equipment left switched on
♦ Checking obstructions to exit routes/doors
♦ Checking fire extinguishers
♦ Reporting spills/leaks
♦ Enforcing smoking regulations
♦ Monitoring/escorting contractors
♦ Supervising deliveries of fuel
♦ Reporting electrical faults



Security Contribution to Fire Safety

♦ Incident reporting helps analysis of risks
♦ Provide additional eyes
♦ Oversee contractors working out of hours
♦ Issue/collect/monitor hot work permits
♦ Provide first line fire fighting

– All to be extinguisher/hose reel trained
– All to understand fire systems (inc sprinklers)
– Respond to all alarms and assist fire wardens



Guards and Arson (1)
♦ Guards can provide invaluable assistance to 

the fire service and police in arson incidents:
– Guiding brigade to scene
– Providing information eg
– Doors open or shut ?
– Lights on or off ?
– Broken glass before or after fire
– Noises, smells colours of flames
– Previous unexplained incidents



Guards and Arson (2)
♦ Guard patrol logs, tapes etc will be useful to 

police and insurers (may be critical !)
♦ Insurers may have warranty on level of 

security - if this has been breached - no cash !
♦ Guard response to fire may be key factor in 

claim - was it appropriate ?
♦ While no one expects guards to risk their 

lives it is not unreasonable to expect an 
attempt to fight a small fire



The Security Survey and Fire (1)
♦ Unless excluded worth thinking about
♦ The following must be considered

– Size of building and type of construction
– Location (nearby hazards, fire bde. response)
– Automatic detection ?
– Automatic protection/suppression ?
– Ventilation
– Level of compartmentation
– Occupancy (materials, processes)



The Security Survey and Fire (2)
♦ Consider possible external threats relating 

to the Company’s activities:
– Animal Lib.
– World trade activists
– Environmentalists/ecofreaks

♦ Don’t overlook the internal/HR aspects:
– Are the premises involved in disputes ?
– Are redundancies pending ?
– Are proper references taken for new staff ?



Crisis Management and Post-fire 
Planning
♦ Great interest in this area as it can play a 

major part in reducing losses and aiding 
recover (business interruption)

♦ Insurers promoting concept (premiums !)
♦ Role for security involvement
♦ Can be integrated in other emergency 

planning (ie bomb threat, flood, etc)



How much do you want left after the fire ?
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